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Geoff Watts : This week in Leading Edge,we swivel our gaze through a full 180 degrees to peer backward into the organ which lies immediately behind our eyes,the brain. By comparison with the heart,the kidneys,the liver,or indeed any of the organs,without which life can't go on,the brain has yet to offer up more than a fraction of its secrets.Of course,this is not in any way surprising.If I'm asked which bit of my body I fell I inhabit,in other words whereabouts the essential "me" is located,I'll say,"My head".My left foot,my right forearm and my pancreas are all part of me,but I have no sense of living within them.If I occupy any one space,it's just behind my eyes,in my brain.I suspect that most people fell much the same way.So the attempt to understand the brain,is really the attempt to understand everything about ourselves. Hubris? Perhaps,but we're now in what's been labelled "The Decade of the Brain",and ever increasing numbers of scientists,are being drawn to study it,and the rest of the central nervous system,among them is Steven Rose,Professor of Biology at the Open University,and Director of its Brain and Behaviour Research Group.Now Steven Rose the scale of the task facing neuroscientists such as yourself,how many nerve cells roughly are there in the brain? 

Steven Rose : Well,you've got to look at least a hundred billion nerve cells and of course all the other cells,the glial cells which surround them,and what's even more astonishing is the ten thousand or even a hundred thousand connections between those cells.So the number of possible permutations is vastly more than there are particles in the universe. 

Geoff Watts : It's a staggering thought this,and of course it is these interconnections that we refer to between the nerve cells,which really give the brain its power and flexibility? 

Steven Rose : Absolutely it is,and it's far greater than any,I would say,any conceivable computer that we can think of today,and of course that explains the fascination of the brain and the intense research effort which is now being devoted to it. 

Geoff Watts : Indeed,on that point,the scale of the enterprise devoted to researching the brain and the central nervous system.....now in you new book "From Brains to Consciousness" you quote the number of scientists who turn up nowadays at the annual meeting of the American Society for Neuroscience,I forget the exact number,what is it? It's.....? 

Steven Rose : It's around 25,000,we're not quite so good in Europe.At the end of this month there's the European Neuroscience Association,we'll probably have 4,000 neuroscientists there,over a week in Berlin. 

Geoff Watts : Is this field still growing? I mean are people still coming into it? 

Steven Rose : It's growing enormously.I mean it's enormously potent.It's fascinating,it's intellectually challenging,it touches on very deep areas of philosophy -Who we are,as you rightly say,and of course there are huge potential payoffs,as brain science turns into pharmacology,which can treat,or potentially treat all sorts of diseases. 

Geoff Watts : Well today,in Boston,Massachusetts,the Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research has been holding a wide ranging seminar,titled "Brain and Psyche :The Neurobiology of Self".Earlier on I talked to three of the speakers,beginning with Dr Hazel Sieve. She's interested in the very early development of the nervous system.She hopes that by understanding how embryos first create nerve cells,and then assemble them into functioning systems,she'll be able to identify ways of tackling a major problem in medicine,the tiresome fact that nerves in a brain or a spinal chord,which have been damaged by injury or disease don't normally regenerate [Ref: Video JB13 Horizon:Living Forever {Stem Cells}].For reasons both practical and ethical,most of her experiments are on frogs and zebra fish.She studies a set of genes that determine which of the cells in a very early embryo are destined to become brain and spinal chord.How many genes are involved in this process? 

Hazel Sieve : Well we think that there are probably about 100 genes that are the initial switches that tell a nervous system to form,and so far we have isolated about....we and others have isolated about 65 of those genes. 

Geoff Watts : And ultimately you think that these genes can be exploited to encourage nerve cells to regenerate? That's where your work is leading? 

Hazel Sieve : That is somewhere we would like to see our work lead.It is our thought that this is an entirely possible avenue,although there are many,many things that need to be worked out before one could apply using these genes to get nerve cells to regrow. 

Geoff Watts : Are the genes that you're working with,in the zebra fish and the frogs,the same as the genes in humans do you think? 

Hazel Sieve : Yes we do think so,and this is one of the reasons that we can use frogs and fish as model systems.For genes that we have isolated in frogs and fish,where we have looked,or where others have looked,we find almost an exact match [Nearly isn't good enough.Rabbits weren't close enough with Thalidomide.Chaos will see to it that slight variations cause massive effects.The reductionist view is missing a very important piece of information.The whole system is integrated ([Science 2] Miller1.htm),a gene that exactly matches the frog and fish gene,in human DNA,in the human genome. 

Geoff Watts : But by looking for signs that particular...these particular genes are active in the cells of a very early embryo,you can tell which of these cells are destined to become nerves then? 

Hazel Sieve : Yes absolutely,so we're able to use these genes as a kind of real time movie,if you like,to look and see which parts of the embryo are going to become which parts of the nervous system. 

Geoff Watts : And how early does this process start? When do the first cells actually identified as being the original nerve cells ? 

Hazel Sieve : So this is very interesting in terms of human development,about three weeks after conception,or what would be the equivalent of three weeks after conception,is probably the first time that we can pick up cells that at least in some way,know that they are going to become part of the brain or know that they are going to become part of the spinal chord.So this is very early,much earlier than was previously thought. 

Geoff Watts : And what makes you so confident that you're going to be able to exploit these genes,in somehow encouraging nerve cells in an adult organism,including an adult human,to regenerate? 

Hazel Sieve : Well,there's certainly a lot of work to be done,and nothing has been proven in an adult yet [Horizon showed a man who had suffered a stroke,who had cells injected into the area of his brain that had been damaged,the man subsequently regained some use of his body that had been paralysed -LB].What we know in embryos,is that we can activate these genes in the wrong part of the embryo,on the belly for example,that isn't going to give rise to the nervous system,and we can make cells of the belly,go on and make nerves,and that encourages us that these genes have enough information to direct at least the none nervous system parts of the embryo to make more nerve cells,whether this can happen in the adult,is obviously something that has to be tested extensively. 

Geoff Watts : You do seem entirely confident then,that the principle is quite possible,it's simply,I say simply,it's simply that the practicalities of finding actually how to put it into operation? 

Hazel Sieve : Yes I think so.I think biology certainly,has come to a point for many things,where many,many things are possible that we wouldn't have dreamed about a few years ago,and I think it's possible to get nerves to regrow where there were none before.This is not something that's going to happen next year [This is an old recording -LB],but I think it is something that one can conceptually think about in practical terms,for,not the next fifty years,but certainly perhaps,the next ten years. 

Geoff Watts : Dr Hazel Sieve.Another of the speakers,whose work may ultimately have a bearing on nerve regeneration,is Dr Andrew Chess,also of the Whitehead Institute.Unlike Hazel Sieve,Andrew Chess works on the olfactory nerves or neurones which underpin our sense of smell.Sniff a piece of Camembert or a bad egg,and your nose can instantly recognise what it's dealing with,but how? We may not be in the same league as most animals when it comes to smell,but the discriminatory powers of perfumiers and wine buffs,is still pretty good and takes some explaining. 
Two possibilities would seem to offer themselves.Either the same olfactory nerves are responding differently to different families of odours,or different olfactory nerves specialise in detecting just one odour.In fact it's the second of these two.So what happens when you sniff and suck an odour into your nose? 

Andrew Chess : The first molecules that the odours encounter are receptor molecules which are encoded by a thousand different genes,which encode different receptors,and it's this diverse large family of olfactory receptors,that allows us to smell all of the different molecules that we smell. 

Geoff Watts : The presence of the receptors is presumably a consequence of the activity of one particular gene or set of genes,in each particular nerve cell? 

Andrew Chess : Yes,that is true,and in fact that is one of the most interesting questions about how the whole system is set up.How is it that each neurone can choose one of a thousand genes to express? Each neurone has of course all of the genes,for all of the thousand receptors,but chooses only one of them to express. 

Geoff Watts : How then does the brain recognise which nerves are being stimulated? Because we've accepted that any one particular odour molecule,or subset of odour molecules will stimulate just one nerve,how does the brain recognise which nerves are being stimulated? 

Andrew Chess : Basically the answer to the question,is that the neurones that are expressing one of the thousand receptor genes,send their axon,which is how they connect back to the brain,to one particular area of a structure called the olfactory bulb,and then the cortex,the higher order of the processing parts of the brain,can actually interpret a spatial pattern of activity in this olfactory bulb,as indicative of the presence of a give odourant.So the brain uses spatial information to encode the nature of the odourant stimulus. 

Geoff Watts : Going back to the olfactory nerves themselves,they are unlike most other nerve cells,in that they do have certain powers of regeneration.Why do they need that? 

Andrew Chess : Well it probably reflects the fact that the olfactory neurones are right at the periphery of the body,they're up inside the nasal cavity,they're exposed to the air,to pollutants,it's an epithelial layer,so it constantly has to turn over,just like on your skin,you have constant turn over of cells,and new cells replacing the old cells,so these cells are neurones but they must be replaced,so there is a population of neural stem cells,present there,ready to replace neurones as needed,during the life of the organism. 

Geoff Watts : Do you suppose there are lessons here for researchers trying to understand and deal with the problems of regeneration elsewhere in the nervous system,if they can understand what's going on in the olfactory nerves? 

Andrew Chess : Oh there's no question,because this is a system in which you have neuronal turn over as a normal part of the system,that insights that we gain about how these neurones form during the adult part of life,could yield insights into how we can induce neurones that don't normally get generated in adults to become generated. 

Geoff Watts : Dr Andrew Chess.Steven Rose,two quite different routes there to an attempt to understand regeneration.Olfactory nerves and embryonic development.This is obviously a very tough problem,not just for people trying to understand regeneration,but for doctors who'd like to exploit it,and it does seem to raise a very puzzling question :"Why is the central nervous system so bad at regeneration?".I mean after all the brain is our most important organ and yet it seems to have the least capacity for physical repair,when it's been damaged.Do you...does that strike you as odd? 

Steven Rose : Well it is odd.I mean there are two things about it.Firstly the peripheral nervous system can regenerate.Secondly the central nervous system in vertebrates but not....like in frogs and fish,but not in mammals,can also have powers of regeneration which we don't have,and that points to....in directions which might help research.but you've also got to remember that the brain,even thought the cells can't regenerate,is very dynamic.The connections between the cells are constantly changing and turning over,so there's a lot of dynamism which is there,but at the same time you have to retain in the brain this ordered pattern that Dr Chess was talking about,for example.So that in fact you can code for smells or vision or something,in an orderly sort of way,and if cells are going to die and be replaced randomly,that could present great problems.So subverting the re...the none regenerating mechanisms,becomes a very serious technical problem.People have felt they're on the verge of it for quite a few years now,and I keep feeling very,very excited by it,because it's so obviously important.But we're not there yet. 

Geoff Watts : Well,earlier research on the human brain relied largely on studying people's behaviour,while they were alive,or on slicing up their brains for examination after they were dead.All sorts of new technologies now make it possible to study the brain in life.One of the these is functional magnetic resonance imaging FMRI for short.By having subjects lie,in what amounts to a gigantic magnet,researchers are able to see which bits of the brain are activated during certain tasks.Looking at a colour,listening to music,moving a muscle or whatever.It's also possible to spot differences within the brains of patients with particular diseases or even more intriguingly,those of normal healthy people at various stages of their life.Dr Deborah Yearglen-Todd,of the Maclaine Hospital Brain imaging centre has carried out the first study of this kind on a group of adolescents,aged 11-17,she was mainly interested in two bits of the brain,the frontal lobes responsible for much of our reasoning ability,and a part of the temporal lobe called the amygdalla,which specialises in what you might call instinctive or emotional reactions.What then did she have the subjects do? 

Deborah Yearglen-Todd : We had our subjects look at faces that had been already identified in a number of previous studies as representing fearful emotion,so that they were in the magnet and they saw 40 individual illustrations of human faces portraying fear,so when they were through the imaging sequence,we asked them to identify what emotion they had seen. 

Geoff Watts : Okay,first the emotions that they were supposed to be identifying.Did these adolescents by and large get the emotion right? 

Deborah Yearglen-Todd : No interestingly,they did not.We assumed that by age 11-12 they would in fact be able to correctly identify the fear expression,but for the most part they did not correctly identify that. 

Geoff Watts : And what about the brain activity that you were recording? Was there anything distinctive about the brains of adolescents,other....as opposed to what you'd find in a mature adult? 

Deborah Yearglen-Todd : Yes,what we found was that the left amygdalla activated to a greater magnitude than we saw in our adult populations,doing the same task,and furthermore they also activated in the frontal region,as adults do,but they showed an age gradient in their response,both in the amygdalla and in the frontal region,that is,with increasing age,their activation of the amygdalla decreased as their frontal region increased,suggesting that the workload or the processing of this was shifting from the amygdalla to the frontal cortex with age. 

Geoff Watts : What you seem to have here,is I suppose a kind of neurophysiological basis for the change from childhood to adulthood.You're watching the brain becoming functionally mature. 

Deborah Yearglen-Todd : Yes exactly,we're very excited by this because it previously has been hypothesised that the frontal lobes do in fact mature and develop during adulthood,but we had thought that perhaps that many of these functions had already been complete by ages 11-12,so the fact that we could identify physiologic(al) changes in response to emotional and cognitive challenges that extended throughout adolescence,was particularly exciting to us.There's a much longer time period that adolescents require for shaping and controlling emotion,and I think that the status suggests that we shouldn't expect that children and adolescents who are 13,14 or 15 can necessarily conclude or rationally deal with as many stimuli as we probably expect that they can. 

Geoff Watts : Dr Deborah Yearglen-Todd.Steven Rose,I'm tempted to wonder what you'd see,if you scanned the brain of certain high profile footballers who seem to be stuck in adolescence,and I don't know whether I mean that jokingly or not,I mean would you expect to see a difference? 

Steven Rose : Well I think you'll see differences in all brains,I mean the point is that there's been a huge explosion of imaging studies of this sort,and they are yielding incredibly fascinating information,and I'm very excited by what we've just heard,partly because I think this is the first time that people have tried to do a study which compares younger and older people and development in this sort of way,and that's bound to yield information.One's bound to say also,that it's quite difficult to interpret what you see in these images in terms of different regions of the brain being active,and make if you like a one-for-one swap with something that's going on in the way that we're thinking at any given moment.The mediations are quite complicated,but nonetheless the images are quite fascinating and the pictures are glorious,and the sorts of speculations that they open up of this sort seem to me to be extremely interesting. 

Geoff Watts : This is of course just one of many non-invasive methods which are being applied to what's happening in the brain.You yourself are using one which relies on looking at magnetic changes aren't you? Very briefly what...how does that work? 

Steven Rose : Yes,the difference is that what the study we've just heard of is looking at is,if you like,driving the brain by passing magnetic fields across it,what we're doing instead is actually measuring the intrinsic magnetic activity of the brain.Where you have an electric current in one direction,the brain works by electricity,you get a magnetic field at right-angles to it,and you can measure these tiny fluctuating magnetic fields,a millionth or so of the Earth's magnetic field.You can begin to make sense therefore of the signals the brain is generating. 

Geoff Watts : Well the relationship between our minds and our bodies has troubled generations of philosophers and more recently scientists.But it's only quite recently that we've begun to accumulate empirical data on the link.Tracy Logan reports on a pioneering project,now under way in Bristol. 

"Are you feeling alright Mrs Dukes?" 
"Yes fine thank you" 
"Okay,well what we're about to do is,I'm going to put a drip into your arm,so that I can then 
use that to take some blood samples,and at the same time then I'm going to get you to chew 
on a little bit of cotton wool,would that be alright for you?" 
"That's fine,yes" 

Tracy Logan : Rheumatoid Arthritis sufferer Betty Dukes,is taking part in a trial at the Bristol Royal Infirmary to find out how chemical processes in her brain might affect the inflammation in her joints.Dr John Kerwin,head of the Rheumatology unit,is running the trial. 

John Kerwin : We're interested in what it is that causes the inflammation inside the joints,and all the evidence points to the fact that the immune system of the body is overactive and is attacking the joints,and it's called an auto-immune disease because of that.So the body is attacking itself,and something is making the immune system active and making it attack the joints,and I'd really like to know what that is. 

Tracy Logan : Lot's of people would look inside the joints for that thing,whatever it is,that's triggering the immune system,but that's not where you're looking is it? 

John Kerwin : No it isn't,it's a reasonable place to look,but people have been looking for 50 years and not found anything yet.There are other things that control the immune system,and we're currently interested in whether those other things might be making it overactive,and one of the most important things is the bodies hormones,and the hormones that are produced in glands in the brain are known to control the immune system,and so we're currently looking to see whether the way that the hormones control the immune system in patients with Arthritis is different from normal. 

Tracy Logan : Are you there talking about a patient's emotional state? 

John Kerwin : Well,we know that quite a lot of different things can affect the hormonal balance through the brain,and certainly emotions contribute to that,and as a doctor seeing patients,I know that the patients emotional state alters the way they suffer with their joints.But until ten years or so ago,we had no idea how that could possibly happen.In the last ten years a lot of work has been done in the laboratories looking at exactly the way the brain works and how emotional messages get turned into messages to the immune system. 

Tracy Logan : One of the scientists involved in laboratory studies is Dr Mick Harbours of Bristol University.He's trying to find out how emotional signals in the brain might affect inflammation. 

Mick Harbours : The first thing that I would say is that the brain controls one of the major systems in the body,you know the stress axis,it controls the stress response,the end point of that activation is the release of steroids from the adrenal glands,and those steroids are very potent anti-inflammatory agents,and they're used in the treatment of inflammation. 

Tracy Logan : If the end point of the stress point response is the release of steroids,what's the original trigger in the brain? Mick Harbours decided to focus on the hormone seratonin,an important chemical messenger associated with moods,feeling happy or sad.By finding a way to boost seratonin in the brain,Mick Harbours was able to study how it affected inflammation elsewhere in the body. 

Mick Harbours : What I decided to do was to use a selective seratonin reuptake inhibitor.Now these are known as SSRIs,and these are commonly used as anti depressants. 

Tracy Logan : So at this point you're looking at the release of seratonin in the brain..... 

Mick Harbours : Yep. 

Tracy Logan : ....and you're using anti depressants,which actually tend to increase the amount of seratonin,because it's widely known as the "happy hormone",and seeing if maybe that would have an impact on inflammation? 

Mick Harbours : Yes,the way in which the ....these SSRIs work,is to block reuptake.Now what I mean by that is under normal situations,the seratonin is released and what the selective seratonin reuptake inhibitors do,is to inhibit that reuptake,in other words,allow the seratonin to be present,for longer. 

Tracy Logan : Because in fact,that's the way normal nerve transmissions work isn't it? A chemical messenger,and obviously you want that nervous impulse to stop at some point and the chemical messenger is destroyed.You actually block that process,you made sure that the seratonin stayed around in the brain for longer,and what did you find? 

Mick Harbours : What we found was that there was an earlier onset of the disease,the inflammation,and there was an increase in the severity of that disease.Now at the time I thought this cannot be a unique observation,people have been using SSRIs,have been using these anti depressants for some considerable time.Surely if this mechanism was operating then somebody else must have reported it.I went away and checked the literature,and what I found was that in fact there appeared to be no reports of this at all. However,when I started presenting the data that I had,suddenly anecdotal evidence started to come out of the woodwork. 

Tracy Logan : And you have in fact found a patient who was affected with greater 
inflammation through taking ant depressants? 

Mick Harbours : That's right.There was a patient who had an underlying inflammatory condition and presented with depression,was given an SSRI,they got an increase in inflammation,such that they were no longer able to open jars and bottles and things,and went back to the doctor,was put onto another antidepressant,and the doctor was obviously ruminating over this,and didn't quite believe that the SSRI could have caused the inflammation.So what he did was to subsequently put her back onto the SSRI and the effect was the same.There was again an increase in the inflammation. 

Tracy Logan : Well,that's an interesting finding,is there some way in which you can use that,though,to actually find a new drug that could fight chronic inflammatory diseases? 

Mick Harbours : Well that's the exciting prospect,because,obviously the aim is not to make people worse,the aim is to find a novel therapeutic target,and what this work suggests is that if we can identify a suitable antagonist,that is a drug which will interfere with that normal transmission,not by allowing the seratonin to be present for longer,but actually prevent it having it's action on a particular site,then we should be able to interfere with that pro- inflammatory effect. 

Geoff Watts : How our state of mind can affect the condition of our body.That report was by Tracy Logan.Steven Rose,a number of doctors I've talked to,who've been involved in studies of this kind,have all said the same thing,that lay people generally seem to take on board the idea of the mind affecting the body much more easily than the professionals. 

[That's because the professionals still have Descartes dualism,and even with this lay people seem to have an innate monism or holism,which today is consistent with Qphysics and modern maths -LB] 
I mean,does this surprise you? 

Steven Rose : Well I mean it doesn't surprise me in a sense,because we live in a common world in which people talk about minds affecting bodies and how we think shaping ourselves,and it's taken a little time,for I think the sciences to catch up with that,but the fact is that the brain isn't alone inside the body,the brain and the mind if you like,are two ways of speaking about the same thing [Not according to Sue Greenfield they're not-LB].Body processes affect brains,brain processes affect bodies,that seems to me to be logical and an extremely area to begin to research into. 

Geoff Watts : One topic of course we haven't really mentioned at all in this programme,and it's perhaps the biggest of all in brain science,is consciousness.In a sense it's ludicrous to have a programme on this without mentioning it.On the other hand,just to have a mention is equally ludicrous,but is the biggest puzzle in the field isn't it? 

Steven Rose : Well,it's a puzzle that has begun to excite a lot of neuroscientists and theoreticians and computer people very substantially at the moment.There are huge conferences about consciousness at the moment [Ref: Science3:].I'm a little sceptical as to whether it isn't premature for the brain scientists to get involved in this at the moment.I work on memory and it's hard enough trying to understand the processes involved in that.Consciousness seems a little way away,and also the problem for me is,the sort of rather crude way in which neuroscientists reduce,if you like,consciousness,to mere awareness or perception.Whereas I think we have to understand consciousness as a much more open process,an interaction between our brains,our minds therefore,and the world around us,and our whole social,and cultural and historical development,and that means that consciousness isn't just a problem for the brain sciences,it's a problem of integrating the brain sciences into a much wider agenda. 

Geoff Watts : Last week and indeed in this edition of Leading Edge,we've covered the two areas of biology which I think people find most disturbing.Last week it was genetics,this week it was brain science.Do you have any sympathy with people,who express fears about the consequences of the sort of work try to do? Understanding how the brain works? 

Steven Rose : I think understanding is,if you like,a legitimate and exciting scientific goal,also we understand because we want,inevitably [The same word Horizon used -LB] as humans,also to control and to cure,and things of this sort.The problem arises where you get what I call "Neurogenetic determinism",a rather sort of crude view,that somehow by understanding the way that genes might be associated with behaviours or the way that individuals behave [Ref :Video JB13:Horizon:Designer Babies] might be related to brain processes,that somehow we can therefore talk about genes for sexual orientation,or for violence or for alcoholism or whatever,and ignore all the complicated things that go on in bodies and in brains and social interactions,which are also associated with those sorts of behaviours and those sorts of activities.So I think the problem that we face is not "Should we stop doing this sort of research?",the problem is "How do we ask the right sorts of questions which provide answers which are helpful for us,both in solving problems about the way the brain works,and in helping the brain sciences help solve social problems?". 

Geoff Watts : And on that note,we must leave it.Steven Rose thanks very much.That's all from this edition of Leading Edge,and from this series,another series begins in the autumn. 






